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By Kris Hollington

Thistle Publishing, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Sensational. Explosive. News of the World Kris Hollington
has delved into the criminal underworld and spoken to sources from the police and De Beers to
uncover a fascinating account of the event. a story of bungling ineptitude, audacity in the face of
logic and disaster on a spectacular scale. A very British tragi-comedy. With echoes of the Ealing
comedies and The Italian Job, it sounds like a box office hit. This is London In November 2000, the
most audacious crime ever attempted in Britain took place: the broad daylight theft of a diamond
collection worth 350 million from the infamous Millennium Dome by a gang armed only with
smoke bombs, stink bombs, a JCB, a speedboat and, bizarrely, a Catherine wheel firework. The
Diamond Geezers, a motley crew of petty criminals from south-east London, were desperate for
cash and had nothing to lose; the gems were in a poorly guarded tent by the river - how hard could
it be? For the first time since that extraordinary day, author Kris Hollington lays bare the bones of
the case, investigating the Diamond...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- Bart Lowe-- Bart Lowe

This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyman O'Conner III-- Hyman O'Conner III
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